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“This is not about
ticking boxes.
We have a dedicated
team making sure
that the communities
we build in are
properly supported.”
CEO of Lane End
New Beginnings,
Kate Harrison.

Hello from Lane End New Beginnings!
Welcome to our first newsletter for 2018, keeping you up to date on
what we have been up to and what we have to look forward to this
year.
New Beginnings launched in June 2017 with its start-up funded
solely by The Lane End Group as their way of giving back to the
communities in which they build.
Our purpose is simple.
• To connect with the localities in which we build and understand
their key needs.
• To bring people together and strengthen community bonds.
• To support those communities and create positive changes.

2017 WAS BUSY!
Mancunian Way
We were delighted
to support the team
at Mancunian Way
with their
community and
homelessness work
across the North
West at their annual
fundraiser.

The Toy Appeal
Our Community Champion was on hand
to help sort and distribute over 3,000
sacks of toys to children living in poverty
across the North West throughout
December.
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Food Banks with The
Trussell Trust
With a strong link
between our Affordable
Homes Site areas and
Foodbank usage, we
visited and donated
essential items to seven
Trussell Trust
Foodbanks across the
North West.
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Community Boxing Project with Salford City Boxing
Academy

“This is not about

We've supported the youngsters at Salford City
ticking
boxes.inWe
have
Boxing Academy
their
fantastic programme to
bringa young
people
off
the
dedicated team streets and into the ring,
benefitting the whole community. This crossmaking
sure
thataims
theto teach respect and
generational
project
discipline
for the whole
family while giving young
communities
we build
people focused activities enabling them to flourish.

in are properly
supported,”

CEO of Lane End
New Beginnings,

Motivational Assemblies
Our Community Champion Simon enjoyed
delivering motivational assemblies in schools
within our Social Housing areas. Thoughtprovoking sessions aimed at specific groups of
young people with the aim of raising levels of
respect and self-worth at the same time
lowering instances of Anti-Social Behaviour
within these communities.

Kate Harrison.
HITTING THE GROUND RUNNING IN 2018
2018 is starting with a bang with January seeing the launch of several school’s projects, evening
community programmes and facilities facelifts. Stay tuned for our next newsletter to see what
we've been up to!
GET INVOLVED
We would love you to get involved in what we do -suggest a community project that could use our
help, offer to sponsor one of our fundraisers, work together on a project or let others know about
..
our work.
KEEP IN TOUCH
Feel free to contact us at any time; we love to hear your ideas and feedback.
Email: kateh@laneend.org Tel: 01925 907 920
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